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This disclosure contains “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities legislation, including the “safe harbour” provisions of the Securities Act
(Ontario) of the provincial securities laws in Canada and is subject to certain risks and uncertainties which are all outlined in detail in Redline’s regulatory filings, which can be found
on sedar.com.
Such forward-looking information includes, but is not limited to, information with respect to our objectives and the strategies to achieve these objectives, as well as information
with respect to our beliefs, plans, expectations, anticipations, estimates and intentions. It also includes information cited from third party sources. This forward-looking information
is identified by the use of terms and phrases such as “may”, “would”, “should”, “could”, “expect”, “intend”, “estimate”, “anticipate”, “plan”, “foresee”, “believe”, or
“continue”, the negative of these terms and similar terminology, including references to assumptions, although not all forward-looking information contains these terms and
phrases. Forward-looking information is based upon a number of assumptions and is subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond our control, that could
cause actual results to differ materially from those that are disclosed in or implied by such forward-looking information. Although the forward-looking information contained in this
document is based upon what we believe are reasonable assumptions, investors are cautioned against placing undue reliance on this information since actual results may vary
materially from the forward-looking information. Certain assumptions made in preparing the forward-looking information and our objectives include: our ability to generate
sufficient revenue while controlling our costs and expenses; our ability to manage our growth effectively; the absence of material adverse changes in our industry or the global
economy; trends in our industry and markets; our ability to manage risks related to expansion; our ability to maintain good business relationships; our ability to develop products and
technologies that keep pace with the continuing changes in technology, evolving industry standards, new product introductions by competitors and changing client preferences and
requirements; our ability to protect our intellectual property rights; the absence of intellectual property infringement or invalidity claims against us; our ability to manage and
integrate acquisitions; our ability to retain key personnel; our ability to raise sufficient debt or equity financing to support our business growth; and the discretion of the Company
with respect to the use of the proceeds of the offering. Consequently, all forward-looking information contained in this document is qualified by the foregoing cautionary
statements, and there can be no guarantee that the results or developments that we anticipate will be realized or, even if substantially realized, that they will have the expected
consequences or effects on our business, financial condition or results of operation. Unless otherwise noted or the context otherwise indicates, the forward-looking information
contained in this document is provided as of the date of this presentation, and we do not undertake to update or amend such forward-looking information whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise, except as may be required by applicable law. There are a number of non-IFRS measures used in this document, including EBITDA (earnings
before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization). For the purposes of this document, EBITDA is calculated as revenue less cost of sales and operating expenses. The Company
believes that these non-IFRS measures are appropriate measures of the operating performance of the Company or potential acquisitions. The Company’s calculation of these
measures may differ from the methodology used by other issuers and, accordingly, may not be comparable to such other issuers. The Company believes that these measures are
appropriate measures of the Company’s operating performance because they facilitate an understanding of operating performance without giving effect to certain non-cash and
overhead expenses. None of these measures are equivalent to net income or cash flow from operating activities determined in accordance with IFRS. The industry data, technical
information or other information prepared by third parties presented in this presentation, except where otherwise noted, has been compiled from industry sources and participants
which, although not independently verified by the Company, are considered by the Company to be reliable sources of information. References in this presentation to reports or
articles should not be construed as depicting the complete findings of the entire referenced report or article and such report or article is expressly not incorporated by reference
into this presentation. The Company makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of any data or information prepared by third parties included in this
presentation and the Company assumes no liability whatsoever relating to or resulting from such data or information or the use thereof, errors therein or omissions therefrom. All
figures are presented in US dollars unless otherwise indicated.

Our Strategic Focus
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Target Market:

Challenging Environments where Mission
Critical, Reliable Networks are Essential.

Product Focus:

High Margin Industrial Solutions Especially for IoT

Product Development:

LTE and 5G Technologies that Complement
our Virtual Fiber Product Line.

Operational Focus:

Manage Costs, Improve Efficiency,
Improve Working Capital.

Redline Highlights
A leading provider of Ruggedized Wireless Communication Networks delivering secure,
mission critical connectivity to the toughest places on Earth
1

Global reputation of quality, reliability, performance and excellence
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Preferred Supplier in Focus Markets of Energy, Mining & Utilities
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Significant Growth Opportunity Within Key Client Verticals
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Longstanding Customer Relationships Across the Americas, Middle East
and Africa
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Diversified revenue streams with over 170 customers with a global
presence in multiple end markets
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Solutions Provide Low Total Cost of Ownership Relative to Competition
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Redline’s Market Value Proposition
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Redline’s high-quality engineering solutions solve its customers’ complex business
challenges, at a lower total cost of ownership than competing solutions

Superior Quality
and Capabilities

1

Industrial grade vs
carrier grade specs
•

Lower power
consumption

•

No need for climate –
controlled
environments

•

25% higher & lower
operating temperature
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Unmatched
Service and
Ongoing Support

Redline’s staff is
willing to go into
remote, hard to reach
areas to achieve the
necessary solutions
with strong
engineering support
24x7 expert
engineering at the
ready
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Solutions That
Meet Mission
Critical Needs

Engineering solutions
which solve
customers’ complex
business challenges
Built for purpose and
environment –
physically and license
base
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Perform in
Extreme
Environments

Ruggedized products
capable of
withstanding extreme
temperatures for long
periods of time with
less required
maintenance
Deployed in the arctic
and the deserts of
Oman
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Lowest Total Cost
of Ownership

Superior quality means
less downtime or need
for maintenance
coupled with superior
capabilities which
require less devices to
build a complete
network

Redline at a Glance

Financials

Overview
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Geographic

Employees

Technology

Customers

US$24 million

>100

~110

>60

>170

2019A Revenue

Countries With
Current Projects

Experienced
Employees

Patents
Granted

Current Customers

Hardware and Software Products

Solutions

Professional Services

Maintenance and Support

Installation, engineering, RF
planning, site planning, project
management and training

Oil & Gas

Mining

Military

Government

Utilities

Service
Providers

Private
Networks

Industrial IoT

Fixed Wireless
Access

Video
Surveillance

Rapid
Deployable

Autonomous
Vehicles

End Markets

Applications

Global Footprint with Industry Leading Customers in Over 100
Countries

North America

Europe
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Middle East & Asia
1

2

Revenue Breakdown (2019A)
6%

Australia / Oceania

6%

Africa

Americas
Middle East
37%

51%

Latin America

Europe / Africa
Asia Pacific

Redline has developed a loyal and diverse customer base with long-standing relationships often greater than 10 years. These
relationships provide opportunities for network expansion and addition of 5G/LTE products

1
2

Royal Air Force of Oman.
US Marine Corps.

Market Trends Provide Opportunity for Growth

1

2

3

4

Growth in Private Networks of 38-42% annually

[Harbor]

$500B Industrial IoT market driving need for connectivity in Core
Verticals

$18B Video Surveillance Market Growth 12.9% CAGR

[valuates.com]

Significant Growth Opportunity Within Core Verticals & Existing Clients
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Growing Need for the Security provided by Private Networks and
Encryption
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Opportunities from CBRS Spectrum Opening in USA for Industrial
Customers
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Complete Solution for Designing, Building and
Supporting Private Industrial Wireless Networks



Superior range, coverage and a
reliable, consistent connection



Lower total cost of ownership due
to fast deployment and lower
infrastructure costs



High quality firmware designed to
support the growing demand of IoT



High speed wireless connectivity for
1000s of fixed assets



Meets strict cybersecurity
requirements (FIPS)



True mobile connectivity for people
and mobile assets
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Growing Applications Need Industrial LTE / 5G Private Networks
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Core Markets

Energy

Mining

Utilities and Electric Power

Applications
Real-Time
Surveillance

Autonomous Vehicles

Authentication &
Access Control

Worker Safety
Monitoring

Remote Diagnostics
and Predictive
Maintenance

Asset Management &
Uptime Assurance

Advantages


Reliability



Scalability



Mobility



Security



Low Latency



Low Total Cost of Ownership

Private network requirements across key customer sectors expected to grow at an overall CAGR of 40% from 2018A – 2025E1
Sources: Harbor Research, Deloitte and Global Market Estimates Research & Consultants.
1 Private LTE network infrastructure generated revenue by end market.

Research & Development
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Focused R&D for Industrial Mission Critical

Product Development Focus

1

Remain a world leader in fixed and nomadic industrial
wireless communication with a new generation of VF products
to support existing & new network expansion

2

Leadership in the industrial private LTE / 5G market

3

Enhancing features and capabilities of active products and
release new products

4

Develop solutions for industrial end markets

5

Evolve towards converging Virtual FiberTM and iLTETM product
lines for flexibility and cost advantage

R&D driven by a Product Roadmap & timeline developed with industrial customer insights

Redline Networks Support Advanced Applications

Private
Networks

•
•

Enables users to operate their own private wireless network securely and separate from public
commercial wireless networks
Reduces the concern of network security and heavy traffic over commercial networks

•

Enables customers to transport data via wireless networks which historically has been done by
wired networks
Wireless transport enables the industrial IoT to further utilize M2M and automation technology

Fixed Wireless
Access

•
•

Connects stationary or fixed user equipment to the network core via a wireless connection
A wireless point-to-multipoint radio system is an alternative to a wired fiber connection

Video
Surveillance

•

Wireless connection of surveillance camera systems is more flexible and can be more cost effective
than the traditional wired connections

Rapid
Deployable

•

Redline’s technology enables users to establish critical connections via temporary, transportable
deployable networks

•

Provides connectivity for autonomous operations in growing autonomous mining applications

Industrial IoT

Autonomous
Vehicles

•
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Redline’s Strategic Action Plan

Focus on Core
Vertical Markets

•

Predictable
Profitability

•

Focus and
Accelerate R&D
and Product
Development
Improve
Working Capital

Service Provider
Business

•
•

•

•

Focussed product development meeting the
needs of three core vertical markets: energy,
mining and utilities
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Significant revenue growth opportunity through existing

 network expansion and deployment of new LTE products



Broad portfolio of interoperable mission critical products
provides a growing revenue base and positions for IoT
growth potential

Redline to release two products in 2020 for the
first time
Increased emphasis on securing additional
government funding for R&D related expenses



Converging our two platforms for significant cost savings –
and providing a path for customers to new technology

Management is focused on improving the
Company’s working capital through inventory
reduction and accelerating receivables collection
and better managing days outstanding



Existing service provider business model offers
follow on sales of existing products



Increase top line growth with improved gross
margins and adjusted EBITDA margins

EBITDA growth and margin improvement through
operating leverage and cost rationalization

Improve financial performance by leveraging distribution
channels to reach Tier 2 and Tier 3 service providers

Redline is focused on core markets where customers require products which are rugged, reliable and secure for mission critical
applications
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Thank You for Your Time!

